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TWISTED PAIR CABLE WITH DUAL LAYER INSULATION HAVING

IMPROVED TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

Field of the invention

5

The present invention relates to twisted pair cables which can be used in

high frequency applications.

Description of the prior art

10

Twisted pair cables have become the physical media of choice for local

area networks in the last 10 years. The current EIA/TIA 568 A Category 5

specifications (and the associated addenda) for these cables call for performance

up to a frequency of 1 GO MHz.

15 Installed transmission systems were, until recently, operating only at 10

Mbit/s and did not use all the available bandwidth offered by cables meeting the

existing specifications. In fact, the Ethernet protocol used in over 70% of the

installed networks, employs only two pairs of the available four and uses half-

duplex transmission, i.e. one pair is transmitting while the other is receiving.

20 In the last five years, new transmission technology, operating at 100 Mbit/s

has been rapidly expanding in the marketplace. At the same time, improved cables

with transmission characteristics exceeding the current EIA/TIA 568 A Category 5

specifications (and the associated addenda) were also developed. Despite the

assurance of performance promised by the existing specifications, cable

25 manufacturers have developed cables with improved performance as an insurance

policy for future applications. In addition, process variation during the manufacture

of the cable and further handling during installation were causing deterioration in

cable performance, thus the requirement of transmission characteristics that

exceeded the current specifications.

30 More recently, new data transmission technology has indeed pushed the

speed limit to 1 Gigabit/s and higher. This transmission technology and some of

the existing 100 Mbit/s transmission technologies, when applied to twisted pair
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cables, require the use of all four pairs in a cable in duplex operation (bi-directional

transmission). These new protocols have increased noticeably the transmission

performance requirements of the twisted pair wire cables beyond the EIA/TIA 568

A Category 5 specifications (and the associated addenda).

5 In the first place, the delay skew or the differential in the signal velocity

amongst the 4 pairs has to be minimal in order to enable fast de-scrambling of the

four bit signals into a coherent bit sequence at the receiving end.

Additional capabilities for bi-directional transmission are also required in

order to obtain the maximum bandwidth available on a 4-pair twisted cable. This

10 last requirement introduces the possibility of multi-pair power sum near end, equal

level far end and multi-pair power sum equal level far end cross-talk, as well as the

increased possibility that return loss (due to impedance irregularities) will impair

transmission. Twisted pair cables have to be designed with low and uniform near

and far end cross-talk and, consequently, low power sum cross-taik, equal level

1 5 (less the attenuation) far end and power sum equal level far end cross-talk.

Recent Category 5E addenda to the EIA/TIA 568 A specifications has taken

into account these new requirements. However, there is no consensus yet on the

specifications for a twisted pair cable that will meet the requirements for beyond 1

Gbit/s transmission. The first draft C1 for such a new specification introduces the

20 new Category 6 cabling system and has its ISO counterpart draft specification

(ISO/IEC SC25 WG3 Proposal).

There are already In the marketplace several cable designs that claim to

meet and even exceed the proposed Category 6 specifications. The first cable

design that claims gigabit capability was developed by Belden Wire & Cable

25 Company (US pat. no. 5,606,151 to Siekierka et al.) and uses the joining of the

two insulated conductors in a pair by means of an adhesive or by co-extruding the

two insulated conductors with a very small joining web. This device is meant to

mainly improve the longitudinal impedance uniformity to less than +/-15 ohm and,

as a result, to minimise return loss impairments of the resulting 4 pair twisted

30 cable. The claimed reason for the observed reduction in impedance irregularities is

explained by the fact that cyclical and random irregularities that can be imparted in

the twisted pair during the twisting process due to differences in twisting tension
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are eliminated when the bonded pairs are twisted together. It is also claimed that

the cable resists deformation during process handling and installation.

In addition, the cable described in this patent uses a crescent cable

structure whereby each pair is secured in a single tube-like slot. The manufacturer

5 claims improved near end and far end cross-talk performance for this design.

However, this structure is exceedingly difficult to manufacture as each tube-like

slot cannot have even the smallest variations in diameter without a marked

deterioration of the electrical characteristics. When cables are stacked together in

installations, there are also greater chances for inter cable cross-talk impairments

10 due to the proximity of pairs with same twisting lays separated only by the jacket

thickness. The bonded pairs are also difficult to strip and install. This design does

not impart any additional advantage as far as the reduction of cross-talk

impairments is concerned. It also does not eliminate impedance variations that can

be caused by off centre, oval or othenA/ise irregularly shaped insulation.

15 US pat. no. 5,767,441 to Brorein et al. claims to eliminate such impedance

variations through the pre-twisting of insulated conductors prior to twisting the

insulated conductors in double twist machines or by twisting the pairs through a

single twist process. This process has unleashed a flood of equipment designed to

impart back-twist capabilities for manufacturers of high performance cables. In

20 addition, this patent discloses a flat cable structure, similar to the cable described

in the previous patent. The manufacturing process of this cable is also prone to

cause small variations in the pair slot dimensions, thus compromising the

transmission performance of the resulting 4-pair cable. In addition, the structure of

these flat cable designs may pose additional transmission problems, due to inter-

25 cable cross-talk or "alien cross-talk" that cannot be cancelled electronically through

DSP filtering.

Another solution to gigabit performance requirements has been put forth by

the proponents of cables with central members whereby the twisted pairs are

separated by means of a longitudinal central member (CommScope Isolator™

30 design, Hitachi Manchester's HI-NET™ and other designs). This design affords the

greatest reduction of cross-talk impairments but does not eliminate impedance

irregularities. The insert:ion of a central member with the four pairs symmetrically
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disposed around it is difficult to achieve and slows down the manufacturing

processes. In addition, the cable diameter is increased by at least 20%. The

overall cost of the cable is also substantially increased due to the additional cost of

the center member and higher jacketing material costs.

5

Summary of the invention

It is the object of this invention to eliminate many of the difficulties inherent

in the cables of the prior art while substantially reducing both cross-talk

10 impairments and impedance irregularities in a cost competitive manner respectful

of the EIA/TIA specifications.

In accordance with the invention, this object is achieved with a twisted pair

cable comprising a plurality of pairs, each of said pairs comprising two conductors,

each of said conductors is covered with an inner layer insulator and an outer layer

15 insulator, said conductors being eccentric with respect to the overall insulation of

said inner and outer layer insulator.

The present invention also concerns a method for making the same.

Brief description of the drawings

20

The present invention and its advantages will be more easily understood

after reading the following non-restrictive description of preferred embodiments

thereof, made with reference to the following drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a cross-sectional representation of a conductor of a twisted pair

25 cable according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 2a is a cross-sectional representation of a conductor of a twisted pair

cable according to another preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 2b is a cross-sectional representation of a conductor of a twisted pair

cable according to yet another preferred embodiment of the present invention;

30 Figure 3 is a schematic representation of the stretching and the twisting of

two conductors to form twisted pair cable according to a preferred embodiment of

the present invention;
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Figure 4a is a schematic representation of the eccentricity of the conductors

with respect to the insulation according to a preferred embodiment of the present

invention; and

Figure 4b is a schematic representation of a twisted pair cable according to

5 the prior art.

Description of a preferred embodiment of the Invention

As mentioned above, the present invention concerns a cable which

10 eliminates many of the difficulties inherent in the cables of the prior art while

substantially reducing both cross-talk impairments and impedance irregularities in

a cost competitive manner respectful of the EIA/TIA specifications discussed

above.

In accordance with a broad aspect of the invention, the cable of the present

15 invention comprises a plurality of pairs. Each pair comprises two conductors 11,

each conductor comprising an inner layer insulator 13 and an outer layer insulator

15. The conductors 11 are eccentric with respect to the overall insulation

dimension, as clearly shown in Fig. 4a. Consequently, referring now to Fig. 4a, the

conductors 11 are separated by a distance SI which is smaller than the

20 separators S2 of conductors 11 in adjacent pairs. Stated another way, the

conductors 1 1 are asymmetric, such that the conductors 1 1 are closer to each

other in a pair than to conductors 11 in adjacent pairs in contact at the outer

surface opposite the conductors 1 1

.

In a preferred aspect of the invention, each conductor 11 is provided with an

25 inner layer insulator 13, and an outer layer insulation 15. Preferably, one of the

layers has a first modulus of elasticity, and the other layer has a second modulus

of elasticity, where the first modulus is greater than the second modulus.

Consequently, in order to obtain the cable of the present invention, a twisted pair

cable is provided comprising of conductors insulated with a thick inner layer and a

30 thinner outer layer (see Fig. 1). The inner dielectric layer 13 can be chosen from a

group of extrudable polymers that have a modulus of elasticity exceeding 64 Kpsi

at room temperature, a dielectric constant lower than 2.5 and a loss factor lower
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than 0.0003 when tested from 1 MHz to 1 GHz. The outer dielectric layer 15 is

chosen from another group of extrudable polymers, also called thermoplastic

elastomers, that have a modulus of elasticity below 35 Kpsi at room temperature

and similar but not necessarily better electrical characteristics. (See Fig 1)

5 In another embodiment of this disclosure, a thinner inner dielectric layer 13

is chosen from the group of elastomers, while the relatively high elastic modulus

polymers are applied as a thicker outer layer 15. (See Fig 2a)

In a third embodiment of this disclosure, a inner dielectric 13 is chosen from

the group of elastomers the relatively high elastic modulus polymers is applied as

10 an intermediary layer 15 and an outer layer 17 is chosen from the same group of

extrudable elastomers, as the inner dielectric 13. (See Fig 2b)

One major mechanical characteristics of elastomers is their capacity to

undergo relatively high strain in the elastic domain under relatively low mechanical

stress and achieve complete recovery following the release of the stress.

15 Conversely, for high modulus materials, there is a small strain domain where the

material behaves elastically under relatively high stress; beyond that domain, the

high modulus materials deform permanently or plastically.

The present invention takes advantage of the presence of an elastomer as

the outer or the inner layer of the insulated conductor, and possibly in both outer

20 and inner layer of a three layered insulation, to create, during the process of pair

twisting and pair assembly, a structure that is mechanically pre-stressed and will

resist further deformations. The resulting cable will have reduced cross-talk

impairments and impedance irregularities and will maintain its characteristics

following packaging and installation.

25 During the twisting action, when the individual insulated conductors come

into contact, the elastomer outer layer is constrained into the high modulus inner

layer following the overall ductile deformation of the copper conductors. As better

shown in Fig. 3, the conductors 11 provided with the insulations are subjected to

longitudinal forces F11 and F21, and lateral forces F12 and F22 at the twisting

30 apparatus pay-offs.

While the perpendicular tensions F12, F22 resultant during the process are

too small to effect a significant elastic deformation of the high modulus layer, the
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elastomer layer can be readily deformed to effect a permanent deformation that is

still in the elastic domain following the twisting process. Thus, the twisted pair

constructed as described above constitutes, within given boundaries of flexing of

the twisting strand, a mechanically pre-stressed structure and will resist further

5 deformations.

It was found that, in order to obtain the advantages disclosed in the present

application, the outer or the inner thin elastomer layer thickness is preferably at

least 15% of the overall insulation thickness. This is also the case when the

twisted pair cable includes an inner and the outer elastomer layer and a middle

10 extrudable polymer layer. Consequently, the combined thickness of the inner and

outer elastomer layers is preferably at least 15% of overall insulation thickness.

The intensity of the forces F11, F12, F21, F22 in play on the individual conductors

and the twisted pair during the manufacturing process are also important in

obtaining the disclosed advantages. It should be noted that the series of forces

15 F11 and F21 is equivalent to the resulting force FO.

The structure of the resulting twisted pair, as disclosed above, is

asymmetric i.e.: the separation Si between the two conductors in a pair is smaller

than the separation Sa between the two conductors of an adjacent pair (Fig. 4a).

In the known art, twisted pairs of perfectly centred insulated conductors have a

20 symmetrical structure whereby the separation Si between the two conductors in a

pair is equal to the separation S2 between the two conductors of an adjacent pair

(Fig. 4b).

The immediate advantage of such a pair structure is that, while the

impedance of the proposed cable is equivalent to a cable of identical conductor

25 separation, the separation between the pairs of the proposed cable exceed the

norm in a cable with symmetrical pair structure. The higher separation between

pairs induces tangible electrical performance improvements that result in a cable

with reduced cross-talk impairments and lower signal attenuation. Both reductions

contribute to a much improved signal to noise performance of the resulting cable.

30 For example, an experimental cable with a 0.008" overall insulation thickness

having a 0.003" outer elastomer layer and a 0.036" overall diameter has shown an

improvement of at least 35% in the near end cross-talk (normal scale) when
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compared with a standard cable of same construction in a frequency range from 1

to 300 MHz.

Tlie Inherent advantages of the proposed cable are not limited to the

improvement of the final cable cross-talk and attenuation characteristics. The

5 presence of an elastomer layer in the insulated conductor constitutes a definite

advantage during the subsequent processing stages of the cable. During the

insulation process, the elastomer layer will cushion the unavoidable variations in

tension generated during the spooling of the insulated conductor into the take-up

reels. In addition, better spooling of the insulated conductor is obtained on the

10 take-up reels. Subsequently, the twisting process is helped by the better spooling

that will lower the variation in pay-off speeds between the two individual insulated

conductors of the pair. More importantly, the unavoidable variations in tension,

caused by speed differences and irregularities in the mechanical devices during

the twisting, are absorbed by the elastomer layers and limit the dimensional

15 variations to the thickness of an elastomer layer. Consequently, the proposed

cable has very stable input impedance as a function of the frequency from 0.772 to

350 MHz due to the limitation in the possible variation of the separation between

the conductors Si that is limited to the elastomer layer thickness. This variation

does not exceed 0.0002". Prior art (US patent no. 5,606,151) has shown that such

20 a variation will result in a 6 ohms impedance variation, well below the maximum +/-

15 ohms specified by the EIA/TIA specifications. The impedance stability is also

reflected in the fact that the return loss of the proposed cable is very low without

any backtwisting of the insulated conductors. Experimental results have shown, in

fact, that there is little discernible difference between backtwisted insulated

25 conductors and non-backtwisted ones.

It was also shown that by varying the twisting tension, one can obtain the

same results as above with thinner elastomer layers. This unexpected property

can provide the designer with the ability to develop a cable with perfectly balanced

impedance properties without varying the overall diameter of the insulated

30 conductor.

Unexpectedly, the proposed cable has also very low delay skew i.e. the

difference between the propagation speed in the four pairs is minimal, well below
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the required by the same C1 draft. This characteristic is reflected in the fact that

the pairs signal attenuation curves are almost identical. As mentioned in the

background of the invention, a low delay skew is essential for the operation of bi-

directional transmission protocols.

5 The overall transmission characteristics of the proposed cable are within the

requirements of the latest draft C1 of the proposed Category 6 addendum to the

TIA/EIA 568 A.

The elastomer layer can also be used as a carrier for colour and flame

retardant additives (but only when the elastomer layer is the outer layer). By doing

10 so, an additional improvement in the electrical performance of the cable will be

obtained at a lower cost in additives that otherwise are dispersed in the entire

insulation. In a preferred embodiment, the inner layer elastomer will incorporate

particles of inorganic flame retardants or other flame retardant polymer having

excellent dielectric capabilities and the outer layer will be a flame retardant

1 5 polymer with low dielectric constant and loss factor.

In addition, the elastomer layer can be foamed in order to reduce the signal

attenuation of the individual pair and of the resulting 4 pair cable. Foaming will also

increase the compressibility of elastomer layer, thus increasing the asymmetry of

the twisted pairs. It was disclosed above that this feature of the present disclosure

20 contributes to the reduction in cross-talk impairments.

An additional embodiment of the disclosure is a foam-skin insulated

conductor that is composed of a first foamed layer and a second elastomer layer

with a very low elastic - 15 Kpsi and lower - modulus. The mechanical fragility of

traditional foam-skin insulation designs is well known. In the proposed design, the

25 elastomer skin layer acts as a cushion that mechanically protects the fragile foam

layer during the subsequent process stages.

The use of the above asymmetrical pair design in the STP (Shielded

Twisted Pair) and ScTP (screened twisted pair) cable is an additional

advantageous application of the concept. An asymmetric pair surrounded by a

30 metallic shielded film will have lower attenuation, and better impedance stability

that a standard pair structure. In recent STP cable designs, foam is the
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recommended insulation. Thus, the elastomer top layer will be helpful in protecting

the foamed layer as disclosed above.

Another potential application of the asymmetric pair concept is in the area of

multi-pair outside plant cables. The widespread penetration of the Internet has

5 raised the bandwidth requirements of the existing telephone network. Solutions for

the trunk section of the network are available in the form of the fibre and or

fibre/coax technology. The distribution to single residences and small offices is

more problematic given the enormous cost involved in the complete conversion to

fibre. Upgrading the capability of outside plant copper based drop wires is a very

10 attractive cost effective solution. Drop wires incorporating the asymmetric pair

concept will considerably increase the bandwidth of the resulting multi-pair outside

plant cables, especially the ones incorporating a metallic screen.

It should be understood that one important aspect of the invention is the use

of two different insulator layers, one of which can undergo a permanent

15 deformation under predetermined conditions, while the other layer does not

undergo a permanent deformation. Although preferred materials have been

described herein, it should be apparent to a person skilled in the art that other

materials can be used and which will meet the object of the invention.

Although the present invention has been explained hereinabove by way of a

20 preferred embodiment thereof, it should be pointed out that any modifications to

this preferred embodiment within the scope of the appended claims is not deemed

to alter or change the nature and scope of the present invention.
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CLAIMS

A twisted pair cable comprising a plurality of pairs, each of said pairs

comprising:

two conductors, each of said conductors being covered with an inner layer

insulator and an outer layer insulator, said conductors being eccentric with

respect to the overall insulation of said inner and outer layer insulator.

A twisted pair cable comprising a plurality of pairs, each of said pairs

comprising:

two conductors, each of said conductors being covered with an inner layer

insulator and an outer layer insulator, said conductors being separated by a

distance S1 which is smaller than the separation S2 of conductors in

adjacent pairs.

A twisted pair cable comprising a plurality of pairs, each of said pairs

comprising two conductors, each of said conductors being covered with an

inner layer insulator and an outer layer insulator defining an outer surface,

said conductors being asymmetric such that said conductors are closer to

each other than to conductors in adjacent pairs in contact at the outer

surface opposite said conductors.

A twisted pair cable according to claim 1, wherein said conductors are

closer to each other than to an outer surface opposite said conductors.

A twisted pair cable according to claim 4, wherein said inner insulator is an

extrudable polymer, and wherein said outer insulator is an extrudable

elastomer.

A twisted pair cable according to claim 5, wherein said extrudable polymer

has a modulus of elasticity greater than 64 Kpsi at room temperature, a

dielectric constant lower than 2.5 and a loss factor lower than 0.0003
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between 1 MHz and 1GHz; and wherein said elastomer has a modulus of

elasticity lower than 35 Kpsi at room temperature.

A twisted pair cable according to claim 4, wherein said inner insulator is an

extrudable elastomer and wherein said outer insulator is an extrudable

polymer.

A twisted pair cable according to claim 7, wherein said extrudable polymer

has a modulus of elasticity greater than 64 Kpsi at room temperature, a

dielectric constant lower than 2.5 and a loss factor lower than 0.0003

between 1 MHz and 1GHz; and wherein said elastomer has a modulus of

elasticity lower than 35 Kpsi at room temperature.

A twisted pair cable according to claim 4, wherein each of said conductors

further comprise a middle layer insulator, said inner and outer layer

insulators being an extrudable elastomer and wherein said middle layer

insulator is an extrudable polymer.

A twisted pair cable according to claim 5, wherein said extrudable elastomer

further includes a carrier for color and flame retardant additives.

A twisted pair cable according to claim 5, wherein said elastomer is foamed.

A twisted pair cable according to claim 1, wherein said elastomer is foamed.

A twisted pair cable according to claim 5, wherein said extrudable polymer

is foamed, and wherein said elastomer has a modulus of elasticity lower

than 35 Kpsi at room temperature.

A twisted pair cable according to claim 7, wherein said elastomer and said

extrudable polymer are foamed.



A twisted pair cable according to claim 5, wherein said elastomer thickness

is greater than 15 % of the overall insulation thickness.

A method for making a twisted pair cable comprising:

(a) providing a first and a second conductor, each of said first and said

second conductor being Insulated with an inner insulator and an

outer insulator, one of said inner and outer insulator having a

modulus of elasticity lower than 35 Kpsi at room temperature, the

other of said inner and outer insulator having a modulus of elasticity

greater than 64 Kpsi;

(b) stretching said first and second conductor at a sufficient angle and by

an amount sufficient to effect a permanent deformation of the

insulator having the lower modulus of elasticity, but not enough to

effect a permanent deformation of the insulator having the higher

modulus of elasticity; and

(c) twisting said first and second conductors together; and

(d) manufacturing a cable with a plurality of said pairs.
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ABSTRACT

The present invention concerns a twisted pair cable which eliminates many of the

5 difficulties inherent in the cables of the prior art while substantially reducing both

cross-talk impairments and impedance irregularities in a cost competitive manner

respectful of the EIA/TIA specifications. The twisted pair cable of the invention

includes a plurality of pairs, each of the pairs having two conductors. Each of the

conductors is covered with an inner layer insulator and an outer layer insulator.

10 The invention lies In positioning the conductors within the insulation layers so that

the conductors are eccentric with respect to the overall insulation of the inner and

outer layer insulators. The present invention also concerns a method for making

the same.
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or inventor's certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor's certificate

having a filing date before that of the application which priority is claimed.

Prior Foreign Application(s) Priority Claimed

(Number) (Country) (Day/Month/Year Filed) YES NO

(Number) (Country) (Day./MonthA'ear Filed) YES NO

I (we) hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, § 120 of any United States application(s) listed below and,

insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior United States application in

the manner provided by the first paragraph of Title 35, United States Code § 112, I (we) acknowledge the duly to disclose

material information as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, § i.56 which occurred between the filing date of the

prior art application and the national or PCT international filing date of this application:

(Appl. No.) (Filing date) (Status-Patented,Pending or Aband.)

(Appl. No.) (Filing date) (Status-Patented .Pending or Aband.)

I (we) hereby declare that all statements made herein of my (our) own knowledge are true and that ail statements made on

informstion and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false

statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United

States Code and that such willful false statements mayjeopardize the validity of the application or any patent Issued thereon.

POWER OF ATTORNEY: 1 (we) hereby appoint as my (our) attorneys, with fuii powers of substitution and revocation, to

prosecute this application and transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith.

Garabed NAHABEDiAN (Reg. No. 29,507); Thierry ORLHAC (Reg. No. 29,497); Alain PROVOST (Reg. No. 33,143), Nathalie

JODOIN (Reg. No. 41,558), Louis-Pierre GRAVELLE (Reg. No. 44,429) and Luc MORIN (Reg. No. 44,430), whose
professional address is 55 St Jacques, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, H2Y 3X2.



Full name of First or

Sole Inventor

Gavriel VEXLER

Citizenship

Canadian

Residence Address-Street

4371 Montrose Ave

Post Office Address-Street

4371 Montrose Ave

City

Westmount

City

Westmount

State or Country Zip

Quebec, CANADA, H3Y 2B2

State or Country Zip

Quebec, CANADA, H3Y 2B2

Full name of second Inventor

Gilles GAGNON

Citizenship

Canadian

Residence Address-Street

27 de Saverne

Post Office Address-Street

27 de Saverne

City

Lorraine

City

Lorraine

State or Country Zip

Quebec, CANADA, J6Z 2V4

State or Country Zip

Quebec, CANADA, J6Z 2V4

Date Signature /// j
1



IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of Gavriel VEXLER et al.

Assignee: BN CUSTOM CABLES CANADA INC.

Application filed: herewith

For: TWISTED PAIR CABLE WITH DUAL LAYER INSULATION
HAVING IMPROVED TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231
U.S.A.

Please recognize as my associate attorneys in the above-identified

application Steven R. Funk, Reg. No. 37,830, Michael B. Lasky, Reg. No. 29,555, lain

A. Mclntyre, Reg. No. 40,337, David W. Lynch
,
Reg. No. 36,204, and Karen D.

McDaniel, Reg. No. 37,674.

Send all correspondence to :

Mr. Michael B. Lasky
ALTERA Law Group LLC
Patent & Trademark Attorney

Intellectual Property Law
10749, Bren Road East, Opus 2

Minneapolis, MN 55343
U.S.A.

ASSOCIATE POWER OF ATTORNEY

Sir:

BY:

Date: 1^6^


